Personal Archive Migration
Eliminate the cost and complexity of managing PSTs once and for all.
Easily discover, collect and migrate personal archives to Office 365,
Exchange 2013, Google, Amazon and just about any other storage destination.

For years, organizations everywhere have viewed Exchange PST files as a necessary evil. They represent a
highly portable and non-audited method for moving critical data in and out of an organization. On top of their
high storage costs and unintended security risks, PSTs leave organizations highly exposed to legal liability
because they cannot be reliably audited, recovered, or managed.

Why choose MigrationWiz Personal Archive Migration?
As the industry leader in cloud enablement, BitTitan offers a fast, wizard-based migration with no manual
processes. You’ll automatically discover, collect and migrate PSTs, including capturing owners and metadata.
Migrate up to 5 terabytes per day, even optimize performance by enabling optional multithreaded uploading
from the end-user desktop. Then, easily disable PSTs on the network after the workload is moved.
Satisfy your customers with secure, centralized personal archive storage—without disruptions during the migration.
Legal will have no trouble with future eDiscovery requests and IT will be thrilled by reduced IP leakage and security risk.
DISCOVER

COLLECT

MIGRATE

Easily find all of the PSTs
on your network—whether they’re
on desktops or file shares.

Collect personal archives,
automatically assign identities,
and filter out any data you don’t want.

Power up MigrationWiz
and watch the PSTs fly in to your
selected migration destination!

ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Support for hundreds of file types
• Dozens of available
migration destinations
• No software/widget
installation required

• Comprehensive chain of
custody logging
• Automatically assigns PST identities
• Automatically bypasses passwords

• Advanced filtering capabilities

• Migrate at speeds of up to
5 terabytes per day

• Easy-to-use, intuitive UI

• Scalable

• Dynamically creates many
simultaneous connections
during migration
• 24/7/365 technical support
100% delivered from the cloud
• Zero customer downtime
• Secure and compliant

Learn more about mailbox migrations and get started today.
www.bittitan.com/products/migrationwiz
BitTitan® revolutionizes cloud services enablement and managed services automation, empowering
IT service providers to sell more cloud services, onboard more cloud workloads, and maximize
customer lifetime value. Bolstered by MSPComplete, a comprehensive MSP enablement platform
featuring BitTitan’s globally renowned MigrationWiz® technology, the company modernizes cloud
services delivery, pioneering a new category of MSPs—the modern MSP. BitTitan supports many cloud
ecosystems including Microsoft, Amazon, Google, and Dropbox, and has helped over 4 million users from
over 100,000 companies spanning 125 countries adopt the cloud.
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